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Amodeling approach for electron transpiration cooling of high-enthalpy flight is evaluated through comparison to

a set of experiments performed in a plasma arc tunnel for air and argon. The comparisons include air and argon flow

at high enthalpies (27.9 and 11.6 MJ∕kg, respectively), with a Mach number of 2.5 to 3. The conversion of the

reported enthalpies and Mach numbers to freestream temperatures and velocities is discussed. The numerical

approach is described, including implementation of a thermionic emission boundary condition and an electric field

model. Also described is the implementation of a finite-rate chemistry model for argon ionization. Materials with

different electron emission properties are also investigated, including graphite and tungsten. The comparisons

include two different geometries with different leading-edge radii. The numerical results produce a wide range of

emitted current due to the uncertainties in freestream conditions and emissivematerial properties, but they still agree

well with the experimental measurements.

Nomenclature

AR = Richardson constant, 1.20 × 106 A∕m2∕K2

Cp = constant pressure specific heat, kJ∕kg∕K
D = diffusion coefficient, m2∕s
d = distance, mm
E = electric field, V∕m
gj = degeneracy factor of electronic energy level j
ht = total enthalpy, J∕kg
ℏ = Planck constant, 6.63 × 10−34 �m2 · kg�∕s
Jee = emitted electron current density, A∕m2

j = electric current density, A∕m2

Ke = equilibrium constant, �kg · mol�∕cm3

kB = Boltzmann constant, 1.38 × 10−23 J∕K
kb = backward reaction rate coefficient, cm6∕kg∕mol2∕s
kf = forward reaction rate coefficient, cm3∕mol∕s
M = molar mass, kg∕mol
Ma = Mach number
m = mass, kg
_m = mass blowing rate, kg∕s∕m2

NAv = Avogadro constant, 6.02 × 1023 mol−1

n = number density, m−3

p = pressure, Pa
Qe = elementary charge, 1.60 × 10−19 C
Qint = internal energy partition function
q = heat transfer,W∕m2

Rn = leading-edge radius, m
Ru = universal gas constant, 8.31 J∕K∕mol
s = distance along leading edge, m
T = temperature, K
u = velocity, m∕s
_we = production rate of electrons, s−1 · m−2

_wi = recombination rate of ions, s−1 · m−2

Y = mass fraction
α = level of ionization
γ = ratio of specific heats
Δhi = enthalpy of ionization, J∕kg
δc = kinetic collisional diameter, m
ϵ = emissivity
ϵ0 = vacuum permittivity, 8.85 × 10−12 F∕m
θi = characteristic temperature for ionization, K
θj = characteristic temperature for electronic energy level

(where j is equal to 0, 1, 2), K
λ = freestream mean free path, m
μ = viscosity, kg∕m∕s
ρ = density, kg∕m3

σ = electrical conductivity, mho∕m
Φ = material work function, eV
ϕ = electric potential, V

Subscripts

Ar = argon
a = axial
ETC = electron transpiration cooling
e = electron
i = ion
int = internal
n = normal
r = radial
Sch = Schottky
s = species s
st = stagnation
tr = translational
vib = vibrational
w = wall
∞ = freestream

Superscripts

Ar = argon
Ar� = argon ion

I. Introduction

H YPERSONIC vehicles, such as the Hypersonic Technology
Vehicle 2, require a sharp leading edge in order to increase the

lift-to-drag ratio, which increases range. However, the aerodynamic
performance gains offered by sharp leading edges come at the cost of
intense, localized heating rates. A theoretical analysis first performed
by Fay and Riddell [1] revealed that the stagnation point heat transfer
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in hypersonic flow was inversely proportional to the radius of the
vehicle leading edge:

qw ∝
�������
ρ∞
Rn

r
u3∞ (1)

One approach to address this issue is to use a leading-edge material
that canwithstand the high heating rates and temperatures.One type of
material that meets this criterion is ultrahigh temperature composites
(UHTCs), which were used on the NASA X-43 experimental hyper-
sonic aircraft [2]. Although UHTC materials have good thermal
properties, they have some physical limitations such as heavy weight
and weak fracture toughness that suggest they are not the ideal ap-
proach [3]. Another approach to manage the heat loads is to reject
the heat passively, either through heat-shield ablation or radiation.
Ablation has significant heat management benefits through essentially
a controlledmelt of the heat shieldwhile also being lightweight, which
makes it a great approach for reentry flight. This shape change of the
surface, although permitted for the blunt bodies of reentry flight, is
unacceptable for the sharp leading edges of hypersonic vehicles. On
the other hand, heat management through radiation does not incur
shape change but is limited by the Stefan–Boltzmann law.
An alternative approach that has been recently proposed involves

using thermionic materials at the leading edges of hypersonic
vehicles [4]. When exposed to high convective heating rates, these
materials emit a current of electrons that may lead to a transpiration
cooling effect at the surface of the vehicle. This phenomenon is
known as thermionic emission and occurs when the thermal energy
given to the electrons is greater than the binding potential of the
surface material. A recent conceptual study was completed and
showed thermionic emission can reduce the surface temperature by
approximately 40% for a Mach 19.4 flow over a sharp leading radius
at an altitude of 60 km with a material work function of 2.0 eV [5].
Given the promising trends in that study, further research is needed to
improve the modeling capabilities and to validate the numerical
approach. Although using thermoelectric materials as a mechanism
to reduce the thermal load on hypersonic vehicles is a recent ap-
proach, employing thermionic emission in high-speed flight is not a
novel concept. In the 1960s, there was a push to use thermoelectric
materials on the nose of reentry vehicles and collect the emitted
electrons as a source of power generation [6,7]. Experiments were
performed using the plasma arc tunnel at the Sandia Corporation
using a range of different flow conditions, emissive materials, and
geometries [8]. This study aims to assess the computational fluid
dynamics (CFD) modeling approach using these experiments.

II. Numerical Approach

The numerical simulations in this work are performed using the
CFD code LeMANS, which was developed at the University of
Michigan [9]. LeMANS is a parallel three-dimensional code that
solves the Navier–Stokes equations on unstructured computational
grids. LeMANS includes thermochemical nonequilibrium effects,
and the flow is modeled assuming that the continuum approximation
is valid. It is also assumed that the translational and rotational energy
modes can be described by a single temperature Ttr and that the
vibrational, electronic, and electron translational energy modes are
described by a different temperature Tvib. The mixture transport
properties are calculated using Wilke’s semiempirical mixing rule
[10], species thermal conductivities are determined using Eucken’s
relation [11], and species viscosities are determined using Blottner’s
curve fits [12].
In LeMANS, the set of governing equations is solved using the

finite volumemethod applied to unstructured gridswith second-order
spatial accuracy. A modified Steger–Warming flux vector splitting
scheme [13] is used to discretize the inviscid fluxes across cell faces.
The viscous terms are computed using cell-centered and nodal
values. The viscous stresses are modeled assuming the flow is a
Newtonian fluid and Stokes’s hypothesis is applicable, and the heat
fluxes are modeled according to Fourier’s law for all temperatures.
For parallel execution of LeMANS, METIS [14] is used to partition

the computational mesh, and a message passing interface is used to

communicate the necessary information between processors.
A standard finite-rate chemistry model is used for 11-species

reactive air (N2,O2, NO, N, O,N
�
2 ,O

�
2 ,NO

�,N�,O�, and e−), and
Park’s two-temperature model [15] is used to account for the effects

of thermal nonequilibrium on the forward and backward reaction

rates. A finite-rate chemistry model is also implemented into the

numerical method to model the electron-impact ionization reactions

for argon. The forward reaction rate coefficient is given by [16]

kf�T� � 2.3 × 1034T−3.60 exp

�
−182;890

T

�
(2)

The backward reaction rate coefficient is then calculated from the

equilibrium constant:

Ke�T� �
kf�T�
kb�T�

(3)

The equilibrium constant for the electron-impact ionization reaction

of argon is given in [17]. When the chemistry only has an electron-

impact ionization reaction, such as with argon, the convergence of

the CFD calculation is sensitive to avalanche ionization [15]. This

avalanche process, or chain reaction, occurs when the equation

becomes active. The high thermal speed of the electrons results in

intrinsically high forward rate coefficients, causing the electron density

to increase exponentially. This numerical explosion may lead to num-

erical divergence of the solution. A simple way to negate the prob-

ability of numerical explosion is to slowly introduce the electron-

impact ionization reaction, which in this study is achieved by linearly

ramping up the forward reaction rate constant.

A. Electron Emission

A boundary condition is implemented into LeMANS to model

thermionic emission at the material surface. The production rate of

electrons is calculated by

_we �
Jee

QeNAv

−
X
i

_wi (4)

where Jee is the emission current density, Qe is the elementary

charge, NAv is the Avogadro constant, and _wi is the recombination

rate of ions. The ions at the surface combine with the emitted

electrons to form corresponding neutrals. The current density is

calculated using Richardson’s Law [18]:

Jee � ART
2
w exp

�
−ΦQe

kBTw

�
(5)

where AR is a material constant assumed to be equal to 1.20 ×
106 A∕m2∕K2 in the current work, Tw is the surface temperature, kB
is the Boltzmann constant, and Φ is the material work function

defined as the minimum energy required to remove an electron from

the material. In the current work, the work function varies between

4.32 eV (lower bound of tungsten) and 5.0 eV (upper bound of

graphite) [19]. It is to be noted that, in the current work, electrons can

only be emitted from the surface using Richardson’s law [18] and are

assumed only to recombine to the surface through recombination

with flowfield ions. The recombination rate of ions is calculated

assuming that the surface is fully catalytic to ions [20]:

_wi �
ρi
Mi

������������
RuTw

2πMi

s
(6)

where ρi is the ion density, Mi is the ion molar mass, and Ru is the

universal gas constant. The emitted electrons will carry away energy

from the vehicle surface at a flux of [18]
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qETC � Jee

�
Φ� 2kBTw

Qe

�
(7)

The surface temperature is determined by balancing the heat
transfer to the surface (convective and mass diffusion) with the heat
transfer away from the surface (radiative and emissive). The gas
properties at the surface of the hypersonic vehicle are calculated in
LeMANS by solving the species mass balance

ρwDs;w∇Ys;w � _mYs;w � Ms _ws (8)

and momentum balance

pn � ρnu
2
n � pw � _m2

ρw
(9)

equations to obtain the species mass fractions Ys;w, gas density ρw,
and gas normal velocity un. Themass blowing rate _m is defined as the
product of the electron production rate and the electron mass:

_m � me _we (10)

B. Electric Field

The electric field can be expressed in terms of an electric potential
ϕ as

E � −∇ϕ (11)

where the electric potential is calculated by using Ohm’s law and
solving the steady-state current continuity equation [21]:

j � σE (12)

∇ · j � ∇ · �σ∇ϕ� � 0 (13)

where σ is the electrical conductivity of the plasma. The electrical
conductivity in this work is approximated using a semiempirical
model developed by Razier [22], which is valid for air and argon:

σ � 8300 × exp

�
−36;000

T

�
(14)

A zero-gradient condition is used at inlet, outlet, and symmetry
computational boundaries for the electric potential. At wall

boundaries, the electric potential is calculated by assuming the

flowfield ion and electron fluxes are equal at the wall [21,23]:

ϕw � kBTe

Qe

log

�
ni
ne

��������������������������������
2πme�Ti � Te�

miTe

s �
(15)

where ni and ne are the ion and electron number densities, Ti and Te

are ion and electron temperatures (assumed to be equal to Tw in this

work), and mi and me are the ion and electron masses. The effect of

thermionic emission is not included in this calculation, which will

have an influence on the wall potential.
The electric field at thewall can decrease the energy barrier that the

emitted electrons must cross at the surface, which effectively reduces

the work function. This is known as the Schottky effect [24]:

ΦSch � Φ −

�������������
Q3

eEw

4πϵ0

s
(16)

where Ew is the electric field at the wall, and ϵ0 is the vacuum

permittivity.

III. Test Case Description

The experiments of Touryan were performed in Sandia

Corporation’s plasma arc tunnels in the 1960s [6,8].Adetailed descrip-

tion of the experiments was given in [6,8]. The experiments

investigated the effect of different geometries, freestream conditions,

and emissive materials on thermionic emission.

A. Geometry

The experiments used two different geometries, denoted S-6 and

S-30. The S-30 geometry has a sharper nose radius and a larger

emitter area. The S-6 geometry was an axisymmetric cone with a

0.73 cm leading nose radius, followed by a 10-deg-angle wedge, a

cylinder region, and a 6-deg-angle wedge, as shown in Fig. 1. The

geometrywas split into two regions: the emitter and collector regions.

The emitter region usually consisted of a material with a lower work

function than the collector region. The emitter region surface area

was 8.4 cm2, consisting of the leading nose radius and the 10-deg-

angle conical body. For this work, the emitter and collector regions

were the same material (graphite). The S-30 geometry was an

axisymmetric cone with a 1.0 mm leading nose radius, followed by a

13.5-deg-angle conical body, as shown in Fig. 2. Thewhole geometry

was considered the emitter region and had a surface area of 16 cm2.

The material used for this geometry was tungsten.
Meshes were generated for both geometries, and a grid conver-

gence study revealed that the solution was grid independent using

these meshes. The computational grid used for the S-6 geometry was

axisymmetric and composed of approximately 21,000 cells, with 130

cells in the axial direction and 160 cells in the radial direction. The

computational grid used for the S-30 geometry was also axisym-

metric and composed of approximately 28,000 cells, with 154 cells in

the axial direction and 180 in the radial direction.

B. Emissive Material

The experiments investigated the effect of using different emissive

materials on thermionic emission. The two materials used were

graphite and tungsten. The experiments did not cite thematerial work

function or emissivity, so a range of these properties was determined

from the literature and is given in Table 1 [19,25–28]. The work

functions were significantly higher than those in the previous compu-

tational study (2–2.4 eV) [5]. Graphite had a higher emissivity than

tungsten, and both varied at the surface temperature range of interest

(2000–5000 K).

Fig. 1 S-6 geometry.

Fig. 2 S-30 geometry.
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C. Freestream Conditions

The experiments examined the effect of different enthalpies and

working fluids on thermionic emission. The freestream properties

cited in the Touryan experiments are given in Table 2 [6,8].
The numerical method employed requires that the freestream

properties are described in terms of temperature, velocity, and density.

The following section explains how these properties are determined

fromMach number, pressure, and total enthalpy for both air and argon.

1. Air

To determine the freestream properties for air, NASA’s Chemical

Equilibrium with Applications (CEA) computer program is used

[29]. This approach accounts for both dissociation and ionization of

air. This approach also assumes the freestream flow is in equilibrium,

which is not necessarily the case. The converted freestreamproperties

are given in Tables 3 and 4. The three different Mach numbers are

used to cover the range of uncertainty in Mach number, with each

Mach number giving different freestream conditions. The freestream

mean free path λ is calculated by [11]

λ � 1���
2

p
πnδ2c

(17)

where δc is the kinetic collisional diameter, which can be approxi-

mated by [11]

δ2c ≅
Ms

9NAvμ

������
3p

ρ

s
(18)

The freestream Knudsen number can be found by dividing the

freestream mean free path by the leading-edge radius, which is

7.3 mm for the S-6 geometry and 1.0 mm for the S-30 geometry. The

largest resulting freestream Knudsen number for the air test cases is

0.188. At this Knudsen number, the continuum assumption is less
accurate and slip effects can be present, but the effects are expected to
be minimal [30].

2. Argon

Adifferent approach is used to determine the freestream properties
for argon. The CEA computer program currently does not have the
capability to account for ionization of argon. Treating argon as an
ideal gas, the enthalpy and Mach number can be converted to a tem-
perature and velocity using the following relations:

ht � Cp;ArT � �Ma�2γRuT

2MAr

(19)

u � Ma

������������
γRuT

MAr

s
(20)

p � ρRuT

MAr

(21)

where ht is the total enthalpy, Cp;Ar is the constant pressure specific
heat of argon,Ma is the Mach number, u is the freestream velocity, γ
is the ratio of specific heats, and p is the freestream pressure. The
specific heats for argon are assumed to be constant. The resulting
freestream properties without ionization are given in Table 5. The
largest resulting freestream Knudsen number is 0.303 for the Mach
2.5 S-30 test case. At this Knudsen number, the continuum as-
sumption is less accurate and slip effects can be present but the effects
are expected to be minimal [30].
The equilibrium level of ionization for argon can be calculated

using Saha’s equation [11]:

α2

1 − α2
� 1

p

�
2πme

ℏ2

�
3∕2

�kBT�5∕2
2QAr�

int

QAr
int

exp

�
−θi
T

�
(22)

Qint ≈ g0 � g1 exp

�
−θ1
T

�
� g2 exp

�
−θ2
T

�
(23)

where Qint is the internal partition function, which is equal to the
electronic partition function in the case of argon; gj are the
degeneracy factors; θj are the characteristic temperatures for
electronic excitation of energy level j; and θi is the ionization energy.
Table 6 lists the constants used to calculate the electronic partition
function and equilibrium level of ionization [31].
Equation (19) can be modified to account for enthalpy of ioni-

zation, assuming that the specific heat of argon ions and neutrals are
equal [32]:

Table 1 Emissive material properties

Material Φ, eV Reference ϵ Reference

Graphite 4.65 4.8 5.0 [25,26,19] 0.75 0.80 0.85 [28]
Tungsten 4.32 4.48 4.65 [19,27] 0.30 0.35 0.40 [28]

Table 2 Freestream properties of
Touryan experiments [6]

Fluid ht,MJ∕kg Mach number p, Pa

Air 27.9 2.5–3 1010
Argon 11.6 2.5–3 1010

Table 3 Converted freestream properties for air

ht,
MJ∕kg

Mach
number T, K

u,
km∕s ρ, kg∕m3 μ, kg∕m∕s λ, m

27.9 2.5 5330 3.99 4.41 × 10−4 1.60 × 10−4 1.88 × 10−4

27.9 2.75 5260 4.31 4.58 × 10−4 1.58 × 10−4 1.86 × 10−4

27.9 3 5180 4.61 4.77 × 10−4 1.56 × 10−4 1.84 × 10−4

Table 4 Air mass fractions of freestream

Ys

Mach number N2 O2 N O NO N�
2 O�

2 N� O� NO�

2.5 4.78 × 10−1 1.25 × 10−5 2.86 × 10−1 2.34 × 10−1 1.38 × 10−3 1.58 × 10−6 2.75 × 10−8 7.51 × 10−6 9.30 × 10−6 2.88 × 10−4

2.75 5.13 × 10−1 1.50 × 10−5 2.52 × 10−1 2.34 × 10−1 1.53 × 10−3 1.14 × 10−6 2.49 × 10−8 4.61 × 10−6 6.67 × 10−6 2.60 × 10−4

3 5.48 × 10−1 1.84 × 10−5 2.16 × 10−1 2.34 × 10−1 1.70 × 10−3 7.71 × 10−7 2.21 × 10−8 2.62 × 10−6 4.57 × 10−6 2.30 × 10−4

Table 5 Converted freestream properties for argon without
ionization

ht,
MJ∕kg

Mach
number T, K

u,
km∕s ρ, kg∕m3 μ, kg∕m∕s λ, m

11.6 2.5 7250 3.96 6.69 × 10−4 2.13 × 10−4 3.03 × 10−4

11.6 2.75 6350 4.08 7.64 × 10−4 1.94 × 10−4 2.60 × 10−4

11.6 3 5590 4.18 8.68 × 10−4 1.78 × 10−4 2.23 × 10−4
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ht � Cp;ArT � �Ma�2γRuT

2MAr

� αΔhi (24)

where Δhi is the enthalpy of ionization for argon.
The resulting freestream properties accounting for ionization are

given in Table 7. Accounting for ionization results in slightly lower
freestream temperatures and velocities, especially for the Mach 2.5
case. This approach also assumes that the flow is in equilibrium,
which is not necessarily the case. Although the level of ionization is
low, it is still useful to include charged particles in the freestream for
stability of the numerical method and for the recombination of the
ions to the assumed fully catalytic, material surface.

IV. Numerical Results

The goal of this study is to compare current thermionic electron
emission modeling approaches to previous experiments using a
range of different freestream conditions, emissive materials, and
geometries.
The flowfield features for the conditions investigated in this study

are shown in Fig. 3. Figure 3 presents the temperature contours for
the Mach 2.75 cases for air and argon for each geometry without
emission. For the air cases, the fluid temperature rises to above

12,000 K for the S-6 geometry and to nearly 11,000 K for the S-30
geometry across the bow shock, before decreasing in the shock layer.
The S-6 geometry bow-shock temperature is higher (as expected) due
to the more blunt leading edge. The fluid temperature is much hotter
for argon, reaching 21,000 K for the S-6 geometry and nearly
19,000 K for the S-30 geometry across the bow shock, before
decreasing in the shock layer. This is also expected due to the much
higher freestream temperature of argon. The air cases also can dis-
sipate energy through dissociation, which lowers the temperature.
Figures 4 and 5 present the temperature contours for the Mach 2.75
air and argon cases for each geometrywith andwithout emission. The
top half corresponds to the results obtained without emission, and
the bottom half is for the results obtained with thermionic emission.
The case without emission is analogous to using a thermoelectric
material with an infinite work function or a work function that is
much greater than the surface temperature. The material for the S-6
geometry is graphite, and the material for the S-30 geometry is
tungsten. Figures 4 and 5 show that thermionic emission has an over-
all minimal effect on the flowfield features for the S-6 cases. How-
ever, for the S-30 cases, Figs. 4 and 5 show that thermionic emission
changes the shock structure slightly. This is due to the surface
temperature decreasing greatly with emission for the S-30 cases.
Figure 6 presents the distribution of translational and vibrational

temperatures along the stagnation line for the Mach 2.75 air cases
with and without emission. The work function is 4.8 eV for the S-6
case and 4.48 eV for the S-30 case. The emissivity is 0.8 for the S-6
case and 0.35 for the S-30 case. Figure 6 shows that thermionic
emission has an overall minimal effect on the stagnation line
temperatures for the S-6 case and that the flow is in thermal
nonequilibrium for both cases. For the S-30 case, emission slightly
adjusts both the translational and vibrational temperatures. This is
due to the wall temperature being much lower for the case with
emission. Figure 7 presents the charged species number-density
profiles along the stagnation line for theMach 2.75 air cases with and
without emission. As can be expected, thermionic emission increases
the electron number density at the surface. The ion number density
decreases closer to the leading edge for the case with thermionic
emission due to recombination with electrons. Figure 8 presents the
charged species number-density profiles along the stagnation line for
the Mach 2.75 argon cases with and without emission. Thermionic
emission once again increases the electron number density at the
surface and decreases the ion number density at the leading edge due
to recombination with electrons. Figures 7 and 8 also show that the
flow is neutrally charged except near the wall.

Table 7 Converted freestreamproperties for argonwith ionization

ht,MJ∕kg Mach number T, K u, km∕s ρ, kg∕m3 α

11.6 2.5 7170 3.94 6.80 × 10−4 3.59 × 10−3

11.6 2.75 6340 4.08 7.68 × 10−4 5.78 × 10−4

11.6 3 5590 4.18 8.71 × 10−4 7.08 × 10−5

Fig. 3 Temperature contours for Mach 2.75 cases without emission: air (top) and argon (bottom).

Table 6 Constants used to calculate
equilibrium level of ionization for argon

Ar Ar�

θi, K 183,000 — —

θ1, K 134,061 2,061
θ2, K 134,934 156,478
g0 1 4
g1 5 2
g2 3 2
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The temperature and heat transfer distributions along the vehicle
surface are presented in Figs. 9 and 10. Note that the distance along
the leading edge is normalized by the leading-edge radius. Figure 9
shows the surface temperature and convective heat transfer for the
Mach 2.75 air cases. For the S-6 geometry, emission with a work
function corresponding to 4.8 eV and emissivity of 0.80 results in a
decrease in surface temperature and an increase in surface heat
transfer. Although not shown, these trends also extend to the
solutions obtained at the different air S-6 conditions (i.e., Mach
number, emissivity, and work function). It is expected that a lower
surface temperature corresponds to a higher convective heat transfer
because the flowfield temperature is minimally changed by emission,
and a larger temperature gradient will result in more convective heat
transfer due to Fourier’s Law. This trend is seen for the air S-30
geometry, where emission with a work function corresponding to
4.48 eV and emissivity of 0.35 results in a decrease in surface
temperature and an increase in convective heat transfer. This trend
also extends to the other air S-30 conditions investigated. The Mach

2.75 argon cases’ surface temperatures and convective heat transfers
are shown in Fig. 10. For the S-30 geometry, emission with a work
function of 4.48 eV results in a lower surface temperature and higher
convective heat transfer, which is the same trend as the air case for this
geometry. For the S-6 geometry, emission with a work function of
4.8 eV also results in a lower surface temperature and higher heat
transfer, which is the same trend as the air case. Although not shown,
the argon cases at various conditions (i.e., Mach number, emissivity,
and work function) also result in lower surface temperature and
higher heat transfer.
Figure 11 shows a comparison of radiative and emissive heat

transfer for the Mach 2.75 cases with and without emission. For the
cases without emission, radiative heat transfer equals the convective
heat transfer (Figs. 9 and 10). For the cases with emission, the sum of
emissive and radiative heat transfers equals the convective heat
transfer. For the S-6 cases with emission, the radiative heat transfer is
higher than the emissive heat transfer. For the S-30 cases with
emission, the radiative heat transfer is lower than the emissive heat

Fig. 4 Temperature contours for Mach 2.75 air: without emission (top) and with emission (bottom).

Fig. 5 Temperature contours for Mach 2.75 argon: without emission (top) and with emission (bottom).
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transfer. This is expected because the S-6 geometry is graphite, which
has a higher work function and emissivity than the S-30 geometry,
which is tungsten. A highwork function corresponds to emissive heat
transfer being less effective, and a high emissivity corresponds to
radiative heat transfer being more effective. The argon cases have
higher surface temperatures than the air cases, which results in a
higher level of emission, as shown in Fig. 12. The S-30 cases have
significantly more emission, which is due the sharper leading edge,
the lower work function of tungsten, and the lower emissivity of
tungsten. The lower emissivity means that radiative heat transfer is
less effective. This suggests that electron transpiration cooling is
more effective for surfaces with lower emissivities.
The experiments measured the short-circuit currents from the

emitter region, which are compared to the computational results in
Tables 8 and 9 for the air cases. The experiments provided no
uncertainties in the emitter current. For the S-6 emitter current, with
graphite as the material, the computational results cover a range from
0.307 A∕cm2 for the Mach 2.5 case with a work function of 5.0 eV
and emissivity of 0.85 to 3.75 A∕cm2 for theMach 3 casewith awork

function of 4.65 eVand emissivity of 0.75. The computational values
agree reasonably well with the experimental value of 0.62 A∕cm2.
For the S-30 emitter current, with tungsten as the material, the
computational results cover a range from 1.56 A∕cm2 for the Mach
2.5 case with a work function of 4.65 eV and emissivity of 0.4 to
10.9 A∕cm2 for theMach 3 casewith a work function of 4.32 eVand
emissivity of 0.3. The computational values are higher than the
measured value of 0.70 A∕cm2.
The measured short-circuit currents from the emitter region are

compared to the argon computational results in Tables 10 and 11. For
the S-6 emitter current, with graphite as the material, the computa-
tional results cover a range from 0.900 A∕cm2 for the Mach 2.5 case
with a work function of 5.0 eVand emissivity of 0.85 to 4.36 A∕cm2

for theMach 3 casewith awork function of 4.65 eVand emissivity of
0.75. The computational results agree well with the experimental
value of 3.3 A∕cm6. For the S-30 emitter current, with tungsten as the
material, the computational results cover a range from 2.62 A∕cm2

for the Mach 2.5 case with a work function of 4.65 eVand emissivity
of 0.4 to 9.93 A∕cm2 for the Mach 3 case with a work function of

1,2500

1,0500

1,1500

1,0000

a) S-6 (  = 0.80,  = 4.8 eV for emission) b) S-30 (  = 0.35,  = 4.48 eV for emission)

Fig. 6 Temperature profiles along the stagnation line for the air Mach 2.75 cases.

a) S-6 (  = 0.80,  = 4.8 eV for emission) b) S-30 (  = 0.35,  = 4.48 eV for emission)

Fig. 7 Number-density profiles along the stagnation line for the air Mach 2.75 cases.
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Fig. 8 Number-density profiles along the stagnation line for the argon Mach 2.75 cases.

Fig. 9 Surface temperature and heat transfer profiles for the air Mach 2.75 cases.

Fig. 10 Surface temperature and heat transfer profiles for the argon Mach 2.75 cases.
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Fig. 11 Radiative and emissive heat transfer profiles for the Mach 2.75 cases.

Fig. 12 Surface profiles of emission current density for the Mach 2.75 cases.

Table 8 Experimental vs computational emitter current (in amperes per squared centimeter) for S-6 air casesa

ϵ � 0.75 ϵ � 0.80 ϵ � 0.85

Mach number Φ � 4.65 eV Φ � 4.8 eV Φ � 5.0 eV Φ � 4.65 eV Φ � 4.8 eV Φ � 5.0 eV Φ � 4.65 eV Φ � 4.8 eV Φ � 5.0 eV

2.5 1.30 0.883 0.501 1.08 0.715 0.349 0.895 0.579 0.307
2.75 2.48 1.79 1.12 2.12 1.51 0.913 1.82 1.27 0.745
3.0 3.75 2.83 1.88 3.29 2.44 1.58 2.88 2.10 1.32

aExperimental � 0.62 for all cases.

Table 9 Experimental vs computational emitter current (in amperes per squared centimeter) for S-30 air casesa

ϵ � 0.30 ϵ � 0.35 ϵ � 0.40

Mach number Φ � 4.32 eV Φ � 4.48 eV Φ � 4.65 eV Φ � 4.32 eV Φ � 4.48 eV Φ � 4.65 eV Φ � 4.32 eV Φ � 4.48 eV Φ � 4.65 eV

2.5 5.46 4.14 3.01 4.16 3.04 2.14 3.17 2.26 1.56
2.75 8.22 6.47 4.89 6.53 4.95 3.61 5.16 3.79 2.69
3.0 10.9 8.85 6.90 8.99 6.70 5.25 7.28 5.51 4.01

aExperimental � 0.70 for all cases.
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4.32 eVand emissivity of 0.3. The experimental value of 3.3 A∕cm2

is within the range of computational results.
The computational results are generally higher than the

experimental value for the air cases, especially for the S-30 tungsten
cases. A potential explanation forwhy the computational cases for air
are high is that the emissive surface could become oxidized under the
experimental conditions, which would lead to an increase in the
emissivity of surface [33]. This increase in surface emissivity would
make radiation more effective at cooling the surface, which would
lower the emitted current. The computational results are an
overestimation because the current numericalmethod does notmodel
recombination of electrons (i.e., plasma sheath physics) other than
through recombination with flowfield ions at the assumed fully
catalytic wall, which would reduce the emitted current. The
numerical method also assumes the work function of the material is
constant, whereas it may change as thematerial degrades under high-
temperature exposure. Given the uncertainties in the freestream
conditions (Mach number) and emissive surface properties (material
work function and emissivity) of the experiments, the level of
agreement obtained is considered satisfactory. The comparisons also
provide motivation for new experiments to be performed and for
further refinement of the computational models to better understand
the potential benefits of electron transpiration cooling.

V. Conclusions

The goal of the present work was to assess current electron
transpiration coolingmodeling approaches using a set of experiments
performed in the 1960s for a range of freestream conditions, emissive
materials, and geometries. The experiments measured the electron
current from the emitter region of the geometry and comparisons
weremade to themodeling approach for air and argon fluids, graphite
and tungsten emissive materials, and two different geometries. The
computational results produced awide range of emitted current due to
the uncertainty in the freestream conditions and emissive material,
but they still agreed well with the experiments. The results also
showed that emission was a more effective cooling mechanism for
surfaces with sharper leading edges, lower work functions, and lower
emissivities.
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